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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

August 3rd 2020 to August 9th 2020 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
8-03-2020 LPR/Stolen Tag  Harding Pl & Enquirer Ave  We received a LPR hit on a stolen tag. 

          she driver was cited for possession of  

          stolen property and the tag was seized. 

 

8-03-2020 Assist Other Agency 1500 Block of Chickering Rd  We assisted Metro PD with a traffic crash. 

 

8-03-2020 Officer Investigation 700 Block of Jackson Blvd  We responded to a domestic dispute that 

          was verbal only. 

 

8-03-2020 Officer Investigation 4400 Block of Howell Pl   We checked on a vehicle with the interior 

          light on.  The vehicle was locked & secure. 

 

8-04-2020 911 Hang up  300 Block of Walnut Ave   Turned out to be a false call due to  

          equipment issues. 

 

8-04-2020 Assist Citizen  5000 Block of Harding Rd   Officer was flagged down regarding an 

          injured hawk but was unable to locate it. 

 

8-04-2020 Officer Investigation 200 Block of Deer Park Circle  We responded to a call of a solicitor. 

          We located an AT&T salesman who was 

          advised about needing a permit.  He left 

          the area. 

 

8-04-2020 Officer Investigation 400 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We warned a solicitor for soliciting without 

          a permit. 

 

8-04-2020 Officer Investigation 600 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We received a call of loud music being 

          payed.  We made contact with the resident 

          and had them turn the music off. 

 

8-04-2020 Officer Investigation 700 Block of Lynwood Blvd  We found a juvenile out past curfew.  Made  

          contact with the parent and they picked the 

          juvenile was picked up. 

 

8-05-2020 Officer Investigation Deer Park Circle    We received a noise complaint that someone 

          was revving an engine in the area.  We  

          searched the area but did not locate it. 

           

 

8-05-2020 Assisted Other Agency 5100 Block of Harding Rd.  We assisted the Nashville Fire Dept. with a 

          daycare employee that was trapped in the  

          bathroom because the handle malfunctioned 

          the fire personnel took the door off of the  

          hinges. 

 

8-05-2020 Safety Hazard  3900 Abbott Martin Rd   We warned a landscaping company for  

          parking their truck and trailer in the  

          complainant’s yard. 



 

 

 

8-05-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We responded to a LPR hit on a stolen  

          vehicle.  The vehicle headed east on  

          Harding Rd. and Metro Nashville PD was 

          notified.  The pursuit was terminated at 

          Harding Rd & White Bridge Rd due to 

          traffic. 

 

8-06-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We responded to a LPR hit on a stolen 

          vehicle.  We attempted a traffic stop in 

          Belle Meade Galleria parking lot.  The  

          driver and passenger jumped out of the 

          vehicle and into the creek from the top 

          deck of the Galleria.  We set up a perimeter 

          and contacted Metro who sent their  

          helicopter.  The helicopter located the  

          driver behind an apartment complex on 

          Harding Place and he was taken into custody 

          The passenger was never located. 

 

8-06-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  We assisted the day shift crew with the  

          stolen vehicle and locating the driver that 

          ran. 

 

8-07-2020 Suspicious Vehicle Lynwood Blvd & Trimble Rd.  We responded to a suspicious vehicle in the 

          area but was gone on our arrival. 

 

8-08-2020 Assist Citizen  1100 Block of Belle Meade Blvd  We received a report of a lost dog which  

          we located. 

 

8-08-2020 Officer Investigation Ellendale Ave.    We received a report of a solicitor in the  

          area.  The subject was located and he  

          advised that he was visiting existing  

          customers as a follow up service. 

 

8-08-2020 Officer Investigation 100 Block of Westhampton Pl  We responded to a call about loud music 

          but did not hear anything. 

 

8-08-2020 Assist Other Agency 5100 Block of Harding Rd   Metro Nashville PD asked us to do a  

          welfare check.  The person calling was 

          from California and asked that we check 

          on her husband and child that were  

          attending a wedding.  We checked the  

          location and the gates were locked and  

          there was not a wedding taking place. 

 

8-09-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Belle Meade Blvd  We received a LPR hit on a stolen vehicle 

          We located and stopped the vehicle at Hwy  

          70 South and Percy Warner Blvd.  The  

          vehicle was being driven by the registered 

          owner who had recovered the vehicle but 

          failed to notify Metro PD so they could take 

          the vehicle out of the system. 

 

8-09-2020 Assist Citizen  500 Block of Leake Ave.   We received a call about someone at the 

          park with a cooler with puppies in it.  The 

          puppies were very young and there were  

          ice packs in the cooler to keep them cool. 

           

           



 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


